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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
 
Las Vegas – MGM Hotel 
Mike Mayo, a veteran HTR user from the Dallas area, won the grand prize in the rich MGM Grand one-day 
heavyweights only tournament on June 2nd.  Read more on page 12. 
 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 
Quietly and with no fanfare, Garden State Park (GS) ran its last race on May 3rd.  Simulcasting continues 
through May 29 and then track is to be demolished.  On November 18, 1972 the mighty Secretariat ran his final 
2-year-old race at Garden State.  Perhaps the greatest juvenile thoroughbred that ever raced -- Secretariat won at 
1/10 odds that day and was named horse of the year in 1972, an award rarely given to a 2-year-old.  The next 
year in 1973, Secretariat went onto to his smashing Triple Crown win.  That awesome memory of the Cherry 
Hill track was easily forgotten on the final night of racing.  The curtain call was assigned to maiden claiming 
(15k) fillies running five furlongs on the withering grass course.  After years of declining crowds and 
diminished thoroughbred quality – the end at Garden State came with a whimper, not a bang.      
 
South Florida 
Hialeah, the beautiful track of the pink flamingos, and certainly one of thoroughbred racing’s most famous 
locations from a bygone era may be forced out of business soon.  Dates for Calder and Gulfstream were 
assigned for 2002 and no room was left for Hialeah to run any unopposed dates.  Hialeah may have carded its 
final race on May 22.  The politics of racing with the Miami tracks have been well documented and Hialeah 
was the big loser in a nasty battle of egos and greed.  Hialeah’s apparent downfall is partly self-inflicted due to 
its ridiculous takeout percentages (highest in USA) – but there is no reason why Calder needs to race eight 
months of the year either -----   
 
As all Florida horseplayers know, Calder racing gets very tiring and stale after running all summer and fall - 
everyone starts anticipating Gulfstream by Thanksgiving.  It is incredible that dates could not be granted to 
Hialeah for a month or two to break up the Calder grind at some point.  But Florida legislators would not act to 
save the track or regulate racing in the state, so it looks like this is the end for the flamingos and goodbye to 
another historical icon in the city of Miami.      
 
Attrition of thoroughbred racetracks would be a good thing if the surviving locations did not extend their racing 
schedule after the closing.  The current horse shortage and reduced field size is a function of too many racing 
days in the same geographic area, not an overabundance of racetracks.   
 
Central Kentucky 
A nightmare has come to the bluegrass of greater Lexington.  A bacteria or toxin fatal to the thoroughbred fetus 
is causing pregnant mares to miscarry and deliver stillborn foals at crises levels.  More than 1,200 thoroughbred 
babies have been lost so far.  The microbe that is causing these infant deaths has not been entirely isolated or 
identified – but a caterpillar infestation is suspected as the insects carry toxins from cherry tree leaves and then 
crawl in the bluegrass that is eaten by the pregnant mare.   
 
The extensive fatalities will mean the year 2003 will see a diminished population of quality two-year-old 
runners.  But the repercussions could extend far beyond reduced field size.  Financial losses will be in the tens of 
millions for breeding farms.  Fear will be wide spread that the malady may inhibit the racing ability of those that 
survived.  How will that affect the sales of Kentucky yearlings that are the most sought after in the world.  And 
what about next year – will this disaster repeat?  There are no answers at the moment, just sadness and 
frustration.  
 
Captive breeding overcomes the Darwinian law of the jungle.  The weak and the strong can both survive when 
human care is provided to our domesticated animals.  But at some point does this undermine the genetics so 
much that even a minor toxin will cause extremely high casualty rates with fragile newborns? 
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 News from Thoroughbred Racing 
 
YouBet and TV-G 
YouBet, the failing pioneer of on-line wagering has come to an agreement with rival TV-G.  The arrangement 
will finally allow YouBet to offer customers the opportunity to wager on major tracks such as Churchill and 
Hollywood that were excluded from YouBet due to TV-G exclusivity agreements.  If the expected merger can 
eventually include the NYRA tracks as hoped, then YouBet may finally move/grow out of its current status on 
Wall Street as a penny stock and become a viable service provider. 
 
But there is a monkey wrench still involved with this rosy merger.  The problem is that 11 states have barred 
YouBet from operating their service due to interpretations of interstate wagering laws.  These include the key 
states of California, Nevada and New Jersey where wagering dollars are plentiful.  Nevertheless, this is a very 
positive development for the future of on-line wagering.   
 
Rhode Island 
Rhode Island handicappers may live in the smallest state, but their reputation as sharp horseplayers has been 
pretty big over the years.  An HTR subscriber from Providence (wishes to remain anonymous) made a gigantic 
score at the Lincoln Park simulcast center on Derby day.  The outlet reported that $65,000 was wagered into the 
Derby exacta pool there.  Surprisingly, the outlet had a return of over $250,000 to pay out and had to wire 
Churchill for the funds to cover the winnings.   
 
Most of that money went to the HTR user who hit the Monarchos / Invisible Ink exacta more than a hundred 
times at $1200 a pop!  I spoke with him on the phone and asked him to tell me how he came up with Invisible 
Ink as an exacta companion.  “I looked at the HTR velocity screens (he picks his own pacelines) and eliminated 
everyone with too much early speed.  I felt strongly about Monarchos winning the race so I hooked him up with 
a few longshots that appeared to have good late velocity.” 
 
I couldn’t find Invisible Ink with a microscope myself, and would normally think this was just luck on his part.  
But this man is a top professional player and has scored big before – usually at Saratoga.  Congratulations to 
him on a clever piece of handicapping.     
 
Prescott Downs, Arizona 1974 
On a rainy day in October 1974, a teenage jockey named Pat Day climbed aboard a $500 claimer at tiny Prescott 
Downs and won his first ever race.  He received a check for about $35 for the victory. 
 
Twenty-seven years, 36,000 mounts and 7,999 wins later, Day mounted Camden Park in the 6th at Churchill on 
May 31, rode like a kid again and won number 8,000.  His share of the purse was much better than victory 
number one, he’ll receive about $2,500 for the milestone win.  He is only the third jockey in history to reach the 
8,000 mark.  Laffit Pincay and Bill Shoemaker are the others.  To do anything successfully 8,000 times in ones 
life is truly remarkable.  Pat Day has earned nearly 250 million dollars in purses for his owners in 27 years.  His 
longevity and will power has made him a wealthy man with 10% of that money going into his pocket. 
 
If he stays in one piece, Day should easily pass Shoemaker for the number two spot all time.  Catching Pincay 
may take some doing as the veteran is riding with tremendous zeal these days in southern California and is more 
than 1,000 wins ahead.  It is rare in most sports for any athlete to compete beyond the age of 40.  To stay on top 
of your game while pushing 50 years of age is astonishing.      
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News for HTR Users 
HTR 2001 Seminar Schedule  

 
For those of you coming to the seminar the itinerary below may help you to set your schedule while in Las 
Vegas.  We have planned an exciting and informative weekend for you.  All HTR members will want to attend 
Friday night for sure.  We hope the Saturday public presentations and Access data workshop will interest you 
also.  All events are free and include refreshments courtesy of the Stardust racebook.  
 
Thursday Night – June 14 
If you are arriving early, meet in the sportsbook about 8pm and say hello. 
 
Friday Day – June 15  
Many seminar attendees will hang out at the Stardust racebook all day.  Our usual group area is in the right-rear 
corner of the facility.  Play the horses or talk shop with old friends.    
 
Friday Night – June 15 
This is the main event.  Find our conference room by 6:30pm and enjoy a buffet supper compliments of the 
Stardust.  The sliced roast beef and turkey is usually very good.  Times below are approximate, there are breaks 
throughout the evening and bathrooms and a smoking area right outside the door.  Handouts and notepads 
provided.  
 
7pm – Welcome and Introductions by Ken 
8pm – Tom Walters – perspectives on HTR and wagering 
9pm -  Ken Massa – ultimate Fraction One velocity primer  
10pm  Q and A,  including special guest Tommy Castillo on tournament preparation. 
11pm  Conclusion 
 
Saturday – June 16 
10am – Public Seminar – Convention Hall Area.   
             Tom’s Topic:  Exotic Wagering Strategies  – Part I” 
             Ken’s Topic:  Become an Expert on Thoroughbred Class  – Part I” 
  
12noon – Database Workshop () 
                Presentations from Don Nadermann and Mike DeRienzo on how to use MS Access  
                in conjunction with HTR export functions to do research and produce reports. 
                Open Forum, Discussion, Q and A 
 
4:45pm – Public Seminar 
                Tom Part II 
                Ken Part II’ 
                Handicapping / Q and A / Discussion 
 

Can’t attend the seminar?  Read page 9 herein for information on getting the news and 
notes from the presentations.  Three pages from the seminar handout are included in this 
issue.  
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Handicapping 
The Over-Raced Horse 

 
Subscriber Ken Busch from Montana (MT Ken on our Internet user forum), a very sharp Access analyst, has 
been doing some of his own testing regarding race activity.  He thought there might be some correlation 
between the number of races since the last layoff and the ability to win.  His initial findings showed some 
promise that horses without any rest in awhile might be at risk for a poor effort.  He asked if I could test further.   
 
My first test results were not convincing after examining the number of races or amount of time since the last 
layoff (45 or 90 day rest).  Problem is – what constitutes a freshening layoff for one horse may not apply to all 
others.  How are we going to determine what the optimal layoff time is for all runners?  Rather than do that, I 
decided to try another angle with some filters that should help us shed some light on race activity and the effects 
of too much racing.  Instead of trying to measure the amount of activity since a pre-determined layoff, I simply 
queried every horse for the number or races in the last 100 days.  Here are some initial thoughts as I setup this 
test ---- 
 
• The question we are asking here is how many races has the horse had in the last 100 days prior to today’s 

race?  The average seems to be about four races, with a solid range between 2 and 5 efforts. 
   
• Dividing the 100 days by the number of races the horse ran in that period gives us the typical time between 

races.  For example, if the horse had 5 races in the last 100 days, he is competing about every 20 days on 
average.  Imagine a horse with 10 or more starts in 100 days.  The poor nag that is forced to run every 10 
days or less reveals animal abuse on the part of the trainer in my book.  We’ll test those horses in a moment 
and find out how they perform. 

 
• Young horses are not good candidates for this sort of study.  They are healthy and lightly raced.  I decided to 

restrict the test to runners that are 4-years-of age and older, as the purpose here is to determine if over-
racing really exists as a handicapping factor.   

 
• Maidens can skew the test results as well.  Chronic losers in older maiden claiming races are not losing 

because of the need for rest.  They are losing because they have no desire to win.  Or they are simply 
physical wrecks.  Let’s leave them out and skip all maiden races here. 

 
I am interested in three basic statistical measures of this information. 
 
1. Impact value (I.V.) of each of the categories.  The categories are numbered 0 – 10+.  A 0 (zero) means the 

horse has no races in the last 100 days, which is the same thing as measuring a layoff of 100 days plus.  A 1 
would mean the horse had just one start during the previous 100 days, a 7 means the horse had exactly seven 
starts during the previous 100 days, and so on.  The impact value table below is a summary of what the I.V. 
numbers mean. 

 
1.00    normal expectation.  No negative or positive correlation from the data. 
1.50    moderate positive expectation from the data 
2.00    strong positive correlation 
0.75    moderate negative expectation 
0.50    strong negative indicator for this data 

 
2. Percentage of horses from the total population tested that fit that category (%horses).  As stated earlier, the 

majority of entrants have between 2 and 5 races in the last 100 days.  We are usually interested in the 
extremes however – so the data for 8, 9 and 10+ will be the most interesting. 

 
3. ROI as a measure of wagering success.  ROI in large samples such as this is not that relevant unless it goes 

over 1.00 (break even) or under 0.80 (worse than track takeout).  ROI results from huge samples on an 
isolated factor have little meaning in the range 0.80 – 0.90 because we would never bet on a factor like this 
as a solo determinant. 
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Handicapping 
 

The Over-Raced Horse – Test Results 
 
Tested: 117,751 4up non-maiden runners from 2000-2001 
        Number of races in last 100 days 
 

Races     %Horses    I.V.      ROI 
 

0           08%      0.76     0.79 
1           11%      0.92     0.76 
2           15%      1.03     0.79 
3           20%      1.08     0.84 
4           20%      1.04     0.83 
5           14%      1.03     0.85 
6           07%      0.99     0.76 
7           03%      0.91     0.81 
8           01%      0.96     0.79 
9           01%      0.60     0.71 
10+         01%      0.54     0.56 

 

Analysis 
With categories 0 – 8 there does not appear to be much substance here.  However, it is obvious that horses that 
are forced to race 9 or more times in their last 100 starts have a severe disadvantage.  They are over-raced and it 
is perhaps the trainer and owner that should be whipped further, not the tired thoroughbred.  Luckily this is a 
pretty rare occurrence at major tracks.   
 
At cheaper tracks with high purses (slot machines) there is going to be a temptation to run an older horse as 
often as possible to grab that money.  The old warrior, usually a gelding, is of no apparent use beyond racing 
and running him into the ground probably does not affect the conscience of some trainers.  Luckily these 
individuals are facing exposure more and more often and the number of horses forced to race beyond their 
physical capabilities is diminishing.   
 
On the positive side it seems that 2-5 races in the last 100 days may be ideal - about one race every 3 or 4 weeks.  
That probably strikes most handicappers as the perfect range to maintain a physical peak.  
 
What constitutes the ideal freshening is up for debate.  The 100-day idle time tested here seems to show the 
beginning of a drop off in production.  Most researchers and top trainers agree that 45 days to 90 days seems to 
be an optimal amount time off for rejuvenation without getting too stale.  Statistics show that horses laid off for 
more than 3 months are at disadvantage for sure – but ROI are often surprisingly good (especially in turf races) 
to off-set the loss in win percentage.    
 
Thanks to Ken Busch for suggesting the subject matter in this article. 
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Systems and Angles Tests 
Bad Race – Last Two Outings 

 
A simple elimination method is to toss a horse that has raced poorly in its last two starts – regardless of the 
circumstances.  There are many definitions of a bad race though.  I chose a real easy one to identify from the 
past-performances – the horse that has finished 10 lengths or more back at the finish in both of the last two 
starts.  Here are the ground rules for the test and qualifying the test horses. 
 
• To qualify as bad - the horse must have two or more lifetime starts and finished 10 or more lengths back at 

the finish in both of it’s last two races.  No stipulations were applied to these two bad efforts. 
 
• Horses with 0 or 1 lifetime starts cannot be qualifiers.     
 
That’s it.  Pretty straight-forward identification of the test subjects.  Now let’s test how a large sample of these 
bad runners respond when racing.  Here are the results broken down into several categories. 
 
Lost by 10+ Lengths – both of last two starts 
Tested: 206,268 entrants from races run in 2000 - 2001 
 

Type           Win%       Impact        $ROI 
 

All            06.1        0.50         0.68 
 

Dirt Sprint    05.8        0.47         0.64 
Dirt Route     06.7        0.54         0.71 
Turf Route     05.5        0.44         0.84 
 

Alw/Stakes     06.2        0.50         0.72 
Claming        06.4        0.52         0.53 
Maidens        05.7        0.46         0.64 
 

Male           06.1        0.49         0.70 
Female         06.2        0.51         0.65 

 

Analysis 
Across the board negatives here.  The various category breakdowns were not that distinctive – a severe negative 
impact value of around 0.50 in almost every case.  The typical ROI below 0.75 is also a bad sign.  This is a 
pretty solid elimination method that will not cost you too many surprises in the long run.   
 
Because these horses look dismal on paper – they are almost always ignored by handicappers and go off as big 
longshots.  A side test to determine how many of the bad qualifiers were sent off as the post-time favorite 
revealed that only 763 of the 206,000 horses tested wound up as the public betting choice.  They won 24.9% of 
the races and returned 0.80 ROI.   
 
But what about the awesome power of HTR’s early speed velocity numbers to pick out the winning longshots 
among the bad runners?  I’ll have that statistic at the seminar during my presentation on Fr1 and the results are 
stunning.  For those not attending, we will publish the details with my seminar notes that will be available on-
line about a week after the event, or in the next newsletter.  
 
Finally, one more important statistic to think about.  What percentage of runners actually go to post showing the 
two poor recent starts?  Of the more than 206,000 horses tested, about 26,000 qualified as bad under the rules 
above.  This is about 13% and nearly 1 horse in 8.  That is a significant number of entrants that can be 
eliminated by eyeballing the past-performances.  
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Systems and Angles Tests 
Early Speed Elimination Method 

 
The previous elimination method uses final beaten lengths as the criteria.  That is the most obvious 
handicapping factor for the public to review and therefore most of those horses wind up unbettable longshots 
anyway.  So in the next test, we’ll utilize the first call (2f sprint, 4f route) as the criteria and try to hunt down 
non-contenders that aren’t so easily identifiable on paper.  In fact, with this method, it is possible to eliminate a 
horse that has won both of the last two races from off the pace.  Here are the criteria for the test  
 
• Subject horse was 5 or more lengths back at the first call in both the last two starts. 
   
• Horses with less than two lifetime starts do not qualify. 
 
• The circumstances of the 5 length deficit are not considered (such as sprint to route, etc). 
 
This method of elimination is far more speculative.  Plenty of horses win races by rolling in from five or more 
lengths off the pace at the first call.  These criteria will eliminate many runners that look sharp on paper.  But a 
system is a system so let’s play it by the rules and see what happens. 
 
1st Call 5 or more back – both of last two starts 
Tested: 206,268 entrants from races run in 2000 - 2001 
 

Type           Win%       Impact        $ROI 
 

All            08.6        0.70         0.68 
 

Dirt Sprint    07.2        0.59         0.64 
Dirt Route     09.5        0.77         0.68 
Turf Route     09.8        0.79         0.81 
 

Alw/Stakes     09.6        0.78         0.66 
Claming        08.9        0.72         0.70 
Maidens        07.3        0.60         0.64 
 

Male           08.7        0.71         0.68 
Female         08.5        0.68         0.66 

 
Analysis 
The power of early speed in North American thoroughbred racing can never be overstated – particularly in dirt 
sprint races.  Sprint entrants that are unable to race within 5 lengths at the 2f marker in their last two starts are 
terrible bets.  Grass horses that figure five or more back at the first call in both of their recent outings are not at a 
great disadvantage in terms of ROI, but they still win less than their fair share of the races.  Maidens are 
particularly vulnerable if they do not have the ability to get within striking position early.   
 
In terms of population, about 12% of all race entrants fit the bad early criteria above.  Some are even favorites.  
Horses that qualified for the test and were also the favorite win 25.8% of the races, far below the expected 33%.  
The ROI for betting these chalk was 0.78 which is also below normal.  Out of the massive sample tested, only 
513 were ranked #1 in Fraction one velocity.  Makes sense considering the 5 length rule here.  They managed to 
win 14% of their races with an ROI of 0.78. 
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Seminar Handouts  Track Class Chart 
 
These next three pages are an edited piece of the overall public seminar handout.  The public seminar 
takes place in the Stardust convention hall on Saturday June 16 this year.  I will have more comments 
and follow up on the meaning of the information below when I post the complete set of handouts from 
our annual event.  For those of you attending the seminar, you will receive the entire paperwork when 
you arrive on Saturday morning – there is no need to bring this with you.   
 
The chart below rates the quality of the thoroughbreds competing at that track in four categories.  First are the 
open - unrestricted - maiden (Msw, Mdn), conditioned allowance (Alw, Nw1 etc) and stakes runners (Stk, Gr1 
etc).  The gap between A and B tracks is wide in terms of quality at these levels. 
 
The Clm/Mcl column rates the general pool of thoroughbreds competing in claiming and maiden claiming races 
based upon the lowest claiming brackets run at that track.  Tracks will drop the claiming levels as necessary to 
attract larger fields and to fill up race cards.  Quantity not quality is the key. 
 
The State column grades the quality of thoroughbreds bred in the track’s home state – which may help to 
determine the strength of state-bred restricted races there.   
 
The final category – Appeal– recognizes the strength of daily racing based not on class, but on charisma of the 
track’s racing program.  Among the important factors are field sizes and the competitiveness of the races, 
seasonal weather conditions and the ambiance of the location; excitement generated by the simulcast 
presentation and track announcer, and the menu of wagering options. 
 
Commonly Simulcast Tracks – Class Ratings  
 

Track             Msw/Alw/Stk    Clm/Mcl   State     Appeal 
 

Arlington (IL)            B             C         D          C 
Aqueduct (NY)             A             A         C          C 
Australia                 C             -         -          B 
Belmont (NY)              A             A         C          B 
Bay Meadows (CA)          B             C         C          D 
Churchill (KY)            A             B         A          A 
Calder (FL)               B             C         B          C 
Canterbury Park (MN)      D             D         D          D 
No Cal Fairs (CA)        C/D           C/D        C         C/D 
Delaware (DE)             B             C         D          B 
Del Mar (CA)              A             A         C          A 
Ellis Park (KY)           C             D         A          D 
Emerald Downs (WA)        C             C         D          C 
England – France          A             -         -          B 
Fairgrounds (LA)          B             C         D          C 
Fairplex (CA)             B             B         C          C 
Golden Gate (CA)          B             C         C          C 
Gulfstream (FL)           A             A         B          A 
Hastings (BC,CAN)         C             C         D          C 
Hawthorne (IL)            B             C         D          C 
Hialeah (FL)              B             C         B          D 
Hollywood (CA)            A             A         C          C 
Hong Kong                 B             -         -          - 
Hoosier (IN)              B             C         F          C 
Houston / Retama (TX)     C             D         D          C 
Keeneland (KY)            A             B         A          B 

 
The chart is continued on the next page. 
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Seminar Handout – Track Class Chart..    continued 
 
Commonly Simulcast Tracks – Class Ratings – Player Interest 
Explanation of Data Follows 
 

Track              Msw/Alw/Stk    Clm/Mcl   State    Appeal 
Laurel (MD)               B             C         B         D 
Lone Star (TX)            B             C         D         B 
Louisiana Downs (LA)      B             C         D         B 
Meadowlands (NJ)          B             C         D         C 
Monmouth (NJ)             B             C         D         B 
Oaklawn (AR)              B             B         D         B 
Ohio TDN-BEU-RD (OH)      D             D         D         C 
Penn National(PA)         D             D         D         D 
Philadelphia Park (PA)    C             C         D         D 
Pimlico (MD)              B             C         B         C 
Prairie Meadows (IA)      C             C         F         C 
Remington Park (OK)       C             D         F         D 
Santa Anita (CA)          A             A         C         B 
Saratoga (NY)             A             A         C         A 
Sportsman's Park (IL)     B             C         D         C 
Turf Paradise (AZ)        C             D         F         C 
Turfway Park (KY)         B             C         A         C 
Woodbine (CAN)            B             C         C         C 
 all others not listed   D/F           D/F       D/F       D/F 

 
Presentation Notes 
 
The key components that identify track class standing is the quality of the open maiden races (Msw) for young 
horses and the follow up conditioned allowance (Alw, Nw1) races as well as the number of overall Graded 
Stakes hosted.  Attracting the best quality horses and stables to a facility includes purse structure, reputation and 
ambiance.  And all that is critical to the money flow.      
 
The overwhelming majority of eventual North American graded stakes winners, and classic race champions will 
have broken their maiden at a class-A track in an open Msw sprint and then stretched out in distance in the 
subsequent allowance start and won easily.  About 85% of all Grade I stakes races take place at the Class A 
tracks.  
 
Looking at the sheet with the pp’s from this year’s Triple Crown contenders {handout not shown here} 
notice how the win pattern starting with the maiden victory repeats among the top three-year-olds of 2001 and 
all other years. 
 
The gap between A and B tracks in the Msw/Alw/Stk level is much wider than at any other level of racing.  The 
large number of B tracks indicates that quality of these races is decent there, but that the quantity of horses 
available to race at these levels is far smaller than at the A tracks – thus less competition. 
 
Saratoga stands alone among US and Canadian tracks in terms of overall quality and would receive the only A+ 
rating overall.  It is the single remaining track in North America that does not run any maiden-claiming races, 
nor do they card open claiming races below $20,000.  The top tracks in England such as Epsom, Ascot, 
Goodwood and Longchamp in France, would rate the A+ as well.   
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Streaks – Why Winners and Losers are Two of a Kind 
 
Play the horses long enough and you will inevitably hit an inexplicable losing streak that is like a bad dream.  
When things go sour you lose every photo finish – many of them by a painful tiny fraction of an inch.  If there is 
an inquiry, it goes against you and the stewards take down your longshot.  All your live horses seem to stumble 
at the start or get blocked and taken up in the stretch.  Jockeys riding your bets seem to become brain-dead or 
are stiffing all your horses.  The frustrating part about losing streaks is that the handicapping is usually sound – 
it is the luck that seemingly goes to hell. 
 
Fabulous winning streaks happen too.  Photos, inquiries and race incidents go in your favor.  The gods are 
smiling and your best exotic combinations seem to hit time after time.  A hot run may lead you to make wild 
bets that seem to win regardless of how ridiculous.  Confidence and even cockiness are in order. 
 
At any given moment in the life of a gambler – during any cycle of wagers - he or she is playing a game called 
regression to the mean (rtm).  This fundamental mathematical premise applies to any long-term set of actions in 
gambling, not just horse race betting.  Yet horse race betting is the perfect laboratory for understanding rtm and 
its effect on the streaks we encounter. 
 
Regression to the mean implies that events taking placing in the short run will be equalized by future events 
that eventually result in a normal mathematical expectation.  That’s a fancy way of saying that given enough 
time, the good and bad at the track will balance depending on how good a player you are.  Let’s assume that my 
lifetime ROI as a horse race bettor will someday end up 1.00, or break even.  For every dollar I bet, I’ll get back 
a dollar and gain or lose nothing.  At times the ROI can soar past 10.00 during a hot streak.  There have been 
many days at the track when I had a good run and turned a few hundred bucks into several thousand.  What does 
that portend for the future if my return on the dollar must eventually drop back to break even?  According to the 
law of rtm my bankroll must eventually wear down with a losing streak and regress back to the mean (1.00 
ROI).  Therefore a losing run is inevitable. 
 
During a hot spell, all handicappers believe they have overcome past losing ways and are now into positive 
long-term ROI territory.  That’s possible if a significant change in their approach to handicapping or betting has 
taken place.  Research and discipline are the keys to making that happen.  But for most, the rtm will catch up in 
due time.  A losing streak is waiting in the wings and when it happens it seems unfair and inexplicable 
considering winning was so easy just a short time before.   
 
The best and brightest horseplayers can achieve long term ROI of 1.10 or more.  At that level, the hot streaks 
will be longer, the losing runs shorter.  But the rtm will catch up to any extremes one way or the other in time.  
Winning gamblers understand the reality of rtm and accept it rather than stay in denial about the volatility.  This 
helps them keep their emotions in check.  It is common when mired in a losing streak to cry out phrases such as 
“why is this happening to me” or “this is so unfair – when am I going to get a break”.  Those statements fasten 
the subconscious mind with the mentality that losing is like a personal attack from God.  Streaks are nothing 
more than rtm at work and when the downside is happening it means it is time to research, re-evaluate and 
formulate a new strategy for winning that will lessen the impact of rtm in the future.        
 
There is no such thing as good and bad luck in horseracing.  There are simply events, incidents and outcomes 
that take place without regard to who his betting on them.  The very day that one player is having his worst run 
of luck is the same afternoon that another bettor is enjoying his greatest streak ever at the track.  And that could 
happen even if they had the same computer program readouts!  There is good news for those of us mired in 
losing streaks, it must come to an end eventually.  A zero ROI is not possible, even with random betting, a 
turnaround will happen and a positive rtm must occur if we live long enough!      
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Late News 
 

Mike Mayo Wins MGM Grand Tournament 
 

Big high five to HTR’s Mike Mayo from Dallas, who beat a very tough field in the MGM Grand 
one day handicapping challenge on Saturday June 2.  First prize was about $70,000!  The 
entry fee for this contest was a whopping $3500 – so you know it attracted only the cream of 
the crop players – including that tournament dragon Tommy Castillo – who couldn’t be 
happier that his Lone Star buddy won it.  Mike now moves on to the NTRA finals in January.  
If all he has to do is beat those BRIS users, then his victory there is a foregone conclusion!  
Way to go Mike – we’ll see you again in Vegas on June 15th at the seminar. 
 

Speaking of which – this is absolutely your last announcement for the HTR Las Vegas 
seminar.  Forget the details – send me an email if want to attend at the last minute.  See you 
there everyone!    
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